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1. Introduction
Uncertainties are widely recognized in modeling, analyzing, simulating and predicting complex
phenomena (e.g. [1,12,20,28]). Noise causes rare events in nonlinear stochastic system describing the
metastability of the system [13,17,14]. The classic example is a tunneling event between two stable
points of a macroscopic system. This rare event eventually occurs after a long time scale by an ad-
dition of a small external noise to the macroscopic system, but the probability of such a rare event
converges to zero as the strength of noise tends to zero. We need to understand the rate of such
convergence. The theory of large deviations provides a powerful tool to give an estimate of the rate of
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To study the metastability of a macroscopic system with small noise we must build a large deviation
principle (ldp) for stochastic partial differential equations.
Stochastic partial differential equations (spdes) are appropriate mathematical models for many
multiscale systems with uncertain inﬂuences [31]. The ldp for spdes has been studied by many peo-
ple (e.g. [2,6–8,10,15,22,23,25]) but under a different framework to that used here. However, there
are very few results on the ldp for nonlinear stochastic system with two widely separated timescales,
as often appears in a complex system. Freidlin and Wentzell [14] ﬁrst studied the ldp for ﬁnite di-
mensional slow–fast stochastic system with partial coupling. They used a bounded assumption on the
nonlinearity. Then Veretennikov [30] built an ldp for the full coupled case assuming bounded non-
linearity. Later, under a bounded assumption, Ioffe studied the ldp for stochastic reaction–diffusion
equation with rapidly oscillating random noise in the special case when there is no coupling between
the slow component and the fast component [18,19]. However, there appears to be no other previous
ldps for slow–fast coupled stochastic partial differential equations.
This article establishes the Freidlin–Wentzell ldp for a class of reaction–diffusion spdes with
stochastic fast component, v(t), and deterministic slow component, u(t). Let D be an open bounded
interval and L2(D) be the Lebesgue space of square integrable real-valued functions on D . Consider
the following pair of stochastically forced, coupled, reaction–diffusion spdes for any  > 0:
∂tu
 = ∂xxu + f
(
u, v
)
, u(0) = u0, (1)
∂t v
 = 1

[
∂xxv
 + g(u, v)]+ 1√

∂tW (t), v
(0) = v0, (2)
with zero Dirichlet boundary condition on ∂D . Here W (t) is an L2(D)-valued Wiener process deﬁned
on a complete probability space (Ω,F ,P) as detailed in the next section. In physical applications this
supposition is that the noise directly drives fast microscopic modes v—the noise only emerges in the
slow macroscopic modes u through nonlinear coupling.
When parameter  > 0 is small so that v ﬂuctuates rapidly, then an effective approximated sys-
tem is desirable. Under some appropriate assumptions one averages the slow part u over the fast
part v which yields the following so-called averaged equation describing the dynamics of the system
on a slow time scale
∂tu = ∂xxu + f¯ (u), u(0) = u0, u|∂D = 0. (3)
Here f¯ (u) is the average of f (u, v) over the distribution of the fast part v . Cerrai et al. [3,4] recently
developed more on the averaging principle of spdes. Wang and Roberts [32] very recently gave a
further approximation result via a martingale discussion which shows that the deviation u(t) − u(t)
is approximated by
√
z(t), for some Gaussian process z(t), in the case that the fast component
is coupled with the slow component and without any Lipschitz assumption on the slow component.
Cerrai [5] obtained the same result for the special case where the nonlinearity is Lipschitz and there is
no coupling of the slow component to the fast component. Then the deviation estimate shows that u
approximates u with a small Gaussian perturbation and this suggests an ldp for {u} . By studying
the ldp for some auxiliary systems, we prove the ldp for {u} , Theorem 7. Moreover, the rate func-
tion for the ldp of {u} in the main result is exactly that of {u˜} solving (9)–(10), which is the
averaged equation (3) plus deviation up to errors of O(), Section 2. Our results further conﬁrm the
effectiveness of the averaged equation plus deviation in approximating the slow–fast spdes (1)–(2).
Recently, a weak convergence approach, which avoids giving some technical exponential tightness
estimates, was applied to obtain an ldp for spdes (e.g. [11,33]). But this approach does not work here
because a drift transformation leads the fast system to become a non-autonomous system for which
one cannot average the slow part over the fast part. For this here we still give some exponential
tight estimates, Section 3, and then by some contraction principles and an approximation we obtain
an ldp for some auxiliary systems, Section 4. An approximation shows that the slow–fast stochastic
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the ldp for {u} . Section 6 then presents an example of slow–fast reaction–diffusion spde to illustrate
the ldp theory.
2. Preliminaries
Let H = L2(D) with L2-norm denoted by ‖·‖0 and inner product by 〈·,·〉. Deﬁne the linear operator
A = ∂xx with zero Dirichlet boundary condition on D . Then operator A is the generator of a compact
analytic semigroup eAt , t  0, on H . Moreover, denote by {ei}∞i=1, which forms a complete standard
orthogonal basis in H , a family of eigenfunctions of A such that −Aei = λiei , λi > 0, i = 1,2, . . . .
For any α > 0, denote by Hα the usual Sobolev space W 2,α(D) with norm ‖u‖α = ‖Aα/2u‖0. Then
let Hα0 be the space of the closure of C
∞
0 (D), the space of smooth functions with compact support
on D , under the norm ‖ · ‖α . Furthermore, let H−α denote the dual space of Hα0 . Also we assume a
given H-valued Wiener processes W (t), t  0, with covariance operator Q , deﬁned on the complete
probability space (Ω,F ,Ft ,P) [23]. Denote by E the expectation operator with respect to P. We
consider the spdes of the form (1)–(2) with separated time scale and with the real number σ = 0
parametrizing the strength of the noise. We adopt the following four hypotheses.
H1 f (x, y) : R× R → R is Lipschitz continuous in both x and y with Lipschitz constant L f and for
all x, y ∈R
∣∣ f (x, y)∣∣2  ax2 + by2 + c, f (x, y)x ax2 + bxy + c,
for some positive constants a, b and c.
H2 g(x, y) : R×R→ R is Lipschitz continuous in both variables with Lipschitz constant Lg . For any
x, y ∈R
g(x, y)y −dy2 + exy
for some positive constants d and e.
H3 Lg < λ1.
H4 W is an H-valued Q -Wiener process with tr Q < ∞.
Using the above assumptions, we deﬁne the following averaged equation
du = [Au + f¯ (u)]dt, (4)
u(0) = u0, (5)
where the average
f¯ (u) = lim
t→∞
1
t
t∫
0
f
(
u, η,u(s)
)
ds (6)
in which η,u(t) is the unique stationary solution to the fast part with frozen u ∈ H . The limit f¯ (u)
exists uniquely by the strong mixing property of η,u(t) yielded by hypotheses H2–H3 [32] for any
ﬁxed u ∈ H . Furthermore the distribution of η,u(t) in space H , which is denoted by μu , is indepen-
dent of  [32], so we also have
f¯ (u) =
∫
f (u, v)μu(dv).H
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any ﬁxed T > 0. Denote by ρ0T the metric on space C(0, T ; H) with
ρ0T (u, v) = max
0tT
∥∥u(t) − v(t)∥∥0 for all u, v ∈ C(0, T ; H).
Then we have the following theorem on the averaging approximation to the slow–fast spde (1)–
(2) [32].
Theorem 1. Assume H1–H4 . Given some T > 0, for any u0 ∈ H10 ∩ H2 , solution u(t,u0) of (1) converges in
probability to u as  → 0 in C(0, T ; H) which solves (4)–(5). Moreover, the convergence rate is 1/2; that is,
there is 0 > 0 such that for any 0<  < 0 and κ > 0
P
{
ρ0T
(
u,u
)
 CκT
√

}
> 1− κ
for some positive constant CκT > 0. Moreover, let
z(t) = 1√

(
u − u). (7)
Then the deviation z converges in distribution to a stochastic process z as  → 0 in the space C(0, T ; H)
which solves the spde
dz = [Az + fu(u)z]dt + dW (8)
where W (t) is an H-valued Wiener process with covariance operator
B(u) = 2
∞∫
0
E
[(
f
(
u, ηu(t)
)− f¯ (u))⊗ ( f (u, ηu(0))− f¯ (u))]dt
and where
fu(u) =
∫
H
fu(u, v)μ
u(dv).
Remark 2. Assume {ei}∞i=1 be a standard eigenbasis of H , then B(u) has the following series form
B(u) = 2
∞∑
i, j=1
∞∫
0
E
[〈
f
(
u, ηu(t)
)− f¯ (u), ei 〉〈 f (u, ηu(0))− f¯ (u), e j 〉]dt ei ⊗ e j,
where ei ⊗ e j is the tensor product of ei and e j . Then B(u) is nonnegative and is Hilbert–Schmidt, by
the decomposition theorem [24], we have the square root of B(u), denoted by
√
B(u). Then formally
we write the averaged equation plus deviation up to errors of O() as
du˜ = [Au˜ + f¯ (u˜)]dt + √√B(u˜)dW (t), (9)
u˜(0) = u0. (10)
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tion I if [14]
1. (lower bound) for any φ ∈ C(0, T ; H) and any δ,γ > 0, there is an 0 > 0 such that for 0<  < 0
P
{
ρ0T
(
u,φ
)
 δ
}
 exp
{
− I(φ) + γ

}
,
2. (upper bound) for any r > 0 and any δ,γ > 0, there is an 0 > 0 such that for any 0<  < 0
P
{
ρ0T
(
u, KT (r)
)
 δ
}
 exp
{
− r − γ

}
.
Here the level set KT (r) := {φ ∈ C(0, T ; H): I(φ)  r}. If KT (r) is compact, then rate function I is
called a good one.
The property of exponential tightness is useful in connection with ldp for random process {u} [9].
We recall that the random process {u}0<<0 is said to be exponentially tight in space C(0, T ; H) if
for any δ > 0 there is a compact set Kδ ⊂ C(0, T ; H) such that
limsup
→0
1

logP
{
u ∈ Kcδ
}
< −δ.
In the context of spdes, we usually show the following estimate: for any δ > 0, there is a compact set
Kδ ⊂ C(0, T ; H) such that
P
{
u ∈ Kcδ
}
< e−δ,
which yields the exponential tightness.
There are many known results on the ldp for those spdes in the form of (9)–(10) as  → 0, as
mentioned in Section 1. Thus one may expect to derive ldp for {u} from (9)–(10). However, it is
diﬃcult to obtain an exponential approximation in probability between u and u˜ as  → 0, which is
needed to pass the ldp of {u˜} to {u} . But here our result shows that the rate function for {u}
as  → 0 is exactly that of {u˜} . This also shows system (9)–(10) is indeed an effective approximate
description of the macroscopic behavior of the slow–fast system (1)–(2), even when one considers the
exit problem caused by small noise perturbation of u in the system of slow–fast spde (1)–(2).
For our purposes we study the ldp for a series of auxiliary slow–fast stochastic systems by a
contraction principle and an approximation argument. Then a controlled approximation derives the
ldp for {u} . We ﬁrst give some contraction principles [9, §4.2] which are used in our approach.
Lemma 3. Let X and Y be Hausdorff topological spaces and Φ : X → Y a continuous function. Consider a
good rate function I :X → [0,∞]. Then
1. for each y ∈Y ,
I˜(y) = inf
x∈X
{
I(x): y = Φ(x)}
is a good rate function on Y , where the inﬁmum over an empty set is taken as ∞;
2. if I controls the ldp associated with a family of probability measures {μ} on X , then I˜ controls the ldp
associated with the family of probability measures {μ ◦ Φ−1} on Y .
The following deﬁnitions introduce a generalized contraction principle.
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called exponentially equivalent if there exists a probability space {Ω,B,P} and two families of
Y-valued random variables {Z} and { Z˜} with joint laws {P} and marginals {μ} and {μ˜}
respectively, such that for each δ > 0, the set {ω: ( Z˜, Z) ∈ Γδ} is B measurable, and
limsup
→0
 logP(Γδ) = −∞,
where Γδ = {( y˜, y): d( y˜, y) > δ} ⊂Y ×Y .
As far as the ldp is concerned, exponentially equivalent measures are indistinguishable.
Lemma 5. If an ldp with good rate function I(·) holds for the probability measures {μ}, which are exponen-
tially equivalent to {μ˜}, then the same ldp holds for {μ˜}.
Furthermore, we need the following assumption.
H5 There are positive constants c0 and c1 such that
〈
B(φ)h,h
〉
 c0‖h‖20 and
〈
DB(φ)h,h
〉
< c1‖h‖20, for all φ,h ∈ H
where DB is the Fréchet derivative of B .
Remark 6. Under the above assumption, B(φ) is positive, then we have that
√
B(φ), the square root
of B(φ), is Lipschitz continuous in φ. The following is one simple example of f such that B(φ) satisﬁes
assumption H5:
f (u, v) = f1(u) + f2(v)
with f1 and f2 both Lipschitz continuous. If the stationary Gaussian process ηu = η is independent
of u, by the expression of B in Theorem 1,
B(φ) = 2
∞∫
0
E
[(
f2
(
η(t)
)−E f2(η))⊗ ( f2(η(0))−E f2(η))]dt.
Then B(φ), which is independent of φ, satisﬁes assumption H5. Section 6 details one example
where f2(v) is linear in the fast v .
Now for the slow stochastic system (1) we deﬁne the following skeleton equation
φ˙ = Aφ + f¯ (φ) +√B(φ)h, φ(0) = u0. (11)
Then deﬁne the rate function
Iu(φ) = inf
h∈L2(0,T ;H)
{
1
2
T∫ ∥∥h(s)∥∥20 ds: φ = φh
}
(12)0
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sented as
Iu(φ) = 1
2
T∫
0
∥∥∥∥ φ˙(s) − Aφ(s) − f¯ (φ(s))√B(φ(s))
∥∥∥∥
2
0
ds (13)
provided the left-hand side is well-deﬁned and φ(0) = u0 otherwise Iu(φ) = +∞. Now we state our
main theorem.
Theorem 7. Assume H1–H5 . For any T > 0, {u} satisﬁes the ldp with good rate function Iu on
space C(0, T ; H).
Remark 8. By the large deviations principle for stochastic evolutionary equations [23], under assump-
tions H1–H5, {u˜} satisﬁes the ldp with rate function Iu(φ) in space C(0, T ; H) for any T > 0. So the
averaged equation plus deviation (9)–(10) predicts the metastability of (1)–(2).
3. Exponential tightness
We prove some exponential tightness results which are crucial for the ldp estimates.
For any ψ ∈ C(0, T ; H) consider the following system
du˜,ψ = [Au˜,ψ + f (ψ, v˜,ψ )]dt, u˜,ψ (0) = u0, (14)
dv˜,ψ = 1

[
Av˜,ψ + g(ψ, v˜,ψ )]dt + 1√

dW (t), v˜,ψ (0) = v0. (15)
Then we have the following exponential tightness result.
Lemma 9. Fix ψ ∈ C(0, T ; H). For u0 ∈ H10 ∩ H2 , any T > 0 and 0 > 0, {u˜,ψ }00 is exponentially tight
in space C(0, T ; H).
Proof. This result follows via a uniform estimate to u˜,ψ in space C(0, T ; H10) ∩ Cα(0, T ; H) for some
α > 0, where Cα(0, T ; H) is the set of all H-valued Hölder continuous functions with Hölder expo-
nent α.
Denote by S(t) the semigroup generated by A, then by (14)
u˜,ψ (t) = S(t)u0 +
t∫
0
S(t − s) f (ψ(s), v˜,ψ (s))ds.
Then by the assumption on f , the property of the semigroup S(t) [21], and similar discussion for
deterministic case, we have for some constant C > 0,
∥∥u˜,ψ (t) − u˜,ψ (τ )∥∥20  C |t − τ |2‖u0‖22 + C |t − τ |2
T∫
0
[
a
∥∥ψ(s)∥∥20 + b∥∥v˜,ψ (s)∥∥20 + c]ds (16)
and
sup
0sT
∥∥u˜,ψ (s)∥∥21  ‖u0‖21 +
T∫ [
a
∥∥ψ(s)∥∥20 + b∥∥v˜,ψ (s)∥∥20 + c]ds. (17)0
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to estimate
∫ T
0 ‖v˜,ψ (s)‖20 ds.
Next we estimate
∫ T
0 ‖v˜,ψ‖21 ds to bound
∫ T
0 ‖v˜,ψ‖20 ds. The Lipschitz property of g and applying
the Itô formula to ‖v˜,ψ‖20 yield for some positive constants c′ and c′′ that
1
2
d
dt
∥∥v˜,ψ∥∥20 = −1
∥∥v˜,ψ∥∥21 + 1
〈
g
(
ψ, v˜,ψ
)
, v˜,ψ
〉+ 1√

〈
v˜,ψ , W˙
〉+ 1
2
tr Q
−c
′

∥∥v˜,ψ∥∥21 + c′′ ‖ψ‖20 + 12 tr Q + 1√
〈
v˜,φ, W˙
〉
.
Then

∥∥v˜,ψ (t)∥∥20 + 2c′
t∫
0
∥∥v˜,φ(s)∥∥21 ds − ‖v0‖20
 2c′′
t∫
0
∥∥ψ(s)∥∥20 ds + tr Q t + 2√
t∫
0
〈
v˜,ψ (s),dW (s)
〉
.
Now deﬁne Mt =
∫ t
0 〈v˜,ψ (s),dW (s)〉 and λ0 = c′λ1/(maxi qi), where {qi}i are eigenvalues of Q , and
denote by 〈M〉t the covariance of Mt ; then
λ0〈M〉t − c′
t∫
0
∥∥v˜,φ(s)∥∥21 ds 0
and
c′
t∫
0
∥∥v˜,ψ (s)∥∥21 ds ‖v0‖20 − ∥∥v˜,φ(t)∥∥20 + 2c′′
t∫
0
∥∥ψ(s)∥∥20 ds + tr Q t
+ 2√Mt − λ0〈M〉t + λ0〈M〉t − c′
t∫
0
∥∥v˜,ψ (s)∥∥21 ds
 ‖v0‖20 + 2c′′
t∫
0
∥∥ψ(s)∥∥20 ds + tr Q t + 2√Mt − λ0〈M〉t .
Since exp(λ0Mt /
√
 − λ20〈M〉t /(2)) is a supermartingale whose mean value does not exceed one, by
the supermartingale inequality, for any δ > 0
P
{√
Mt −
λ0
2
〈M〉t > δ
}
= P
{
λ0√

Mt −
λ20
2
〈M〉t >
δλ0

}
 e−δλ0/ .
Thus by estimates (16)–(17) and the above two estimates, we have for R > 0,
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{∥∥u˜,ψ∥∥2C(0,T ;H10)∩Cα(0,T ;H) > R}
 P
{
C1(T ,b)
T∫
0
∥∥v˜,ψ (s)∥∥21 ds + C2(T ,‖u0‖2,‖ψ‖0,a, c)> R
}
 P
{√
MT −
λ0
2
〈M〉T >
Rc′
2C1
− C3
(
T ,‖u0‖2,‖ψ‖0,‖v0‖0,a, c, Q , c′, c′′
)}
,
where C1, C2 and C3 are some positive constants. Then for any δ > 0, choose R = 2(δ/λ0 + C3)C1/c′
and let Kδ = BR the closed ball with radius R in space C(0, T ; H10) ∩ Cα(0, T ; H); we have
P
{
u˜,ψ ∈ Kcδ
}
< e−δ/ .
By the compact embedding C(0, T ; H10) ∩ Cα(0, T ; H) ⊂ C(0, T ; H), Kδ is a compact set in C(0, T ; H),
we then have the exponential tightness of {u˜,ψ } . 
Remark 10. By the construction in the above proof, for any δ > 0, the set Kδ is a closed ball BR in
space C(0, T ; H10) ∩ Cα(0, T ; H) with radius R , such that R → ∞ as δ → ∞.
Notice the Lipschitz property of the fast part v˜,ψ [32] with respect to slow variable: that is, for
any ψ1 and ψ2
∥∥v˜,ψ1 − v˜,ψ2∥∥0  Dv‖ψ1 − ψ2‖0 (18)
for some positive constant Dv which is independent of  , ψ1 and ψ2.
A similar method yields the following lemma.
Lemma 11. For any T > 0, {u} is exponentially tight in space C(0, T ; H).
Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 9, we have the following estimate
∥∥u∥∥2C(0,T ;H10)∩Cα(0,T ;H)
 C4
(
T ,‖u0‖2,‖v0‖0,a,b, c
)+ C5(T ,a,b)
[ T∫
0
∥∥u(s)∥∥20 ds +
T∫
0
∥∥v(s)∥∥20 ds
]
where C4 and C5 are positive constants. Then we estimate
T∫
0
∥∥u(s)∥∥21 ds +
T∫
0
∥∥v(s)∥∥21 ds
to bound
∫ T
0 ‖u(s)‖20 ds +
∫ T
0 ‖v(s)‖20 ds.
For this, applying the Itô formula to ‖v‖20 and by the hypotheses H2–H3,
1
2
d
dt
∥∥v∥∥20 −1
∥∥v∥∥21 − d
∥∥v∥∥20 + e
〈
u, v
〉+ 1
2
tr Q + 1√

〈
v, W˙
〉
. (19)
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1
2
d
dt
∥∥u∥∥20 −∥∥u∥∥21 − a∥∥u∥∥20 + b〈u, v 〉+ c. (20)
Then (19) + (20) yields
2
T∫
0
∥∥u(s)∥∥21 ds + 2
T∫
0
∥∥v(s)∥∥21 ds ‖u0‖20 + ‖v0‖20 + CT + tr Q T + √
T∫
0
〈
v(s),dW (s)
〉
.
Following the same discussion for
∫ t
0 ‖v˜,ψ (s)‖21 ds in Lemma 9 and by supermartingale inequality, we
then have the exponential tightness of {u} . The proof is complete. 
4. LDP for some auxiliary systems
Next we study the ldp for some auxiliary systems.
First, let ψ ∈ H , which is independent of time, and consider the following system
du,ψ = [Au,ψ + f (ψ, v,ψ )]dt, u,ψ (0) = u0, (21)
dv,ψ = 1

[
Av,ψ + g(ψ, v,ψ )]dt + 1√

dW (t), v,ψ (0) = v0. (22)
We study the ldp for {u,ψ } . For this deﬁne
ξ,ψ (t) =
t∫
0
[
f
(
ψ, v,ψ (s)
)− f¯ (ψ)]ds.
Then
u˙,ψ = Au,ψ + f¯ (ψ) + ξ˙ ,ψ , u,ψ (0) = u0. (23)
Now in order to obtain the ldp for {u,ψ } we study the ldp for {u¯,ψ } which solves
˙¯u,ψ = Au¯,ψ + f¯ (ψ) + ˙¯ξ,ψ , u¯,ψ (0) = u0 (24)
with
ξ¯ ,ψ (t) =
t∫
0
[
f
(
ψ,η,ψ (s)
)− f¯ (ψ)]ds,
where η,ψ is the unique stationary solution to fast part (22). Now deﬁne the skeleton equation
to (24) with ψ ∈ H
φ˙ψ,h = Aφψ,h + f¯ (ψ) +√B(ψ)h, φψ,h(0) = u0, (25)
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unique φψ,h ∈ C(0, T ; H) solving (25). Then deﬁne the functional
Iψu (φ) = inf
h∈L2(0,T ;H)
{
1
2
T∫
0
∥∥h(s)∥∥20 ds: φ = φψ,h
}
= 1
2
T∫
0
∥∥∥∥ φ˙(s) − Aφ(s) − f¯ (ψ)√B(ψ)
∥∥∥∥
2
0
ds
provided the integral making sense. We prove the following ldp theorem for {u¯,ψ } .
Theorem 12. Fixψ ∈ H. For any T > 0, {u¯,ψ } satisﬁes ldp in space C(0, T ; H) with a good rate function Iψu .
Moreover Iψu is lower semicontinuous in ψ ∈ H.
Proof. Notice that u¯,ψ satisﬁes the same equation as that for u˜,ψ in Lemma 9 with ψ ∈ H and
special initial value for fast part v0 = η,ψ(0); then by the exactly same discussion in the proof to
Lemma 9, for ﬁxed T > 0 and any R > 0, there exists KR , which is compact in C(0, T ; H), such that
P
{
u¯,ψ ∈ KR
}
 1− e−R/ . (26)
This yields that {u¯,ψ } is exponentially tight in space C(0, T ; H). By Remark 10, KR can be chosen
as a closed ball in C(0, T ; H10) ∩ Cα(0, T ; H), whose radius goes to ∞ as R → ∞.
Now for any ﬁxed N  1, let HN := span{ei: i = 1, . . . ,N} and PN : H → HN be the orthogonal
projection. Then ξ¯ ,ψN := PN ξ¯ ,ψ ∈ C(0, T ; H), by Appendix A, satisﬁes the ldp with good rate function
Iψξ,N(φN) = inf
h∈L2(0,T ;H)
{
1
2
T∫
0
∥∥h(t)∥∥20 dt: φN =√BN(ψ)h
}
,
where φN ∈ C(0, T ; H) and
BN(ψ) = 2
∞∫
0
E
[(
PN f
(
ψ,ηψ(t)
)− PN f¯ (ψ))⊗ (PN f (ψ,ηψ(0))− PN f¯ (ψ))]dt.
Introduce the process u¯,ψN solving
˙¯u,ψN = Au¯,ψN + f¯ N(ψ) + ˙¯ξ
,ψ
N , u¯
,ψ
N (0) = PNu0
with f¯ N = PN f¯ . By the continuity of the map ξ¯ ,ψN → u¯,ψN in space C(0, T ; H) and the contraction
principle Lemma 3, {u¯,ψN } satisﬁes the ldp with the good rate function
Iψu,N(φN) = inf
h∈L2(0,T ;H)
{
1
2
T∫
0
∥∥h(s)∥∥20 ds: φN = φψ,hN
}
where φψ,hN ∈ C(0, T ; H) solves the equation
φ˙
ψ,h
N = Aφψ,hN + f¯ N(ψ) +
√
BN(ψ)h, φ
ψ,h
N (0) = PNu0.
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ψ
u,N(φN ) can be represented as
Iψu,N(φN) =
1
2
T∫
0
∥∥∥∥ φ˙N − AφN − f¯ N(ψ)√BN(ψ)
∥∥∥∥
2
0
ds
provided the left-hand side is well-deﬁned and otherwise Iψu,N(φN ) = +∞. Furthermore, by a classical
deterministic approximation analysis [27] yields that φψ,hN → φψ,h as N → ∞ in space C(0, T ; H).
Then
lim
N→∞ I
ψ
u,N(PNφ) = Iψu (φ), φ ∈ C(0, T ; H), (27)
which is a good rate function.
Now for any γ , δ > 0, φ ∈ C(0, T ; H) and R > 0, for u¯,ψ ∈ KR , there is NR(δ,φ) > 0 such that
ρ0T
(
u¯,ψ , u¯,ψN
)+ ρ0T (φ, PNφ) < δ/2, N > NR(δ,φ).
Then there is 0 > 0 such that for 0<  < 0 and N > NR(δ,φ)
P
{
ρ0T
(
u¯,ψ ,φ
)
< δ
}
 P
{
ρ0T
(
u¯,ψN , PNφ
)
< δ/2 and u¯,ψ ∈ KR
}
= P{ρ0T (u¯,ψN , PNφ)< δ/2}P{u¯,ψ ∈ KR ∣∣ ρ0T (u¯,ψN , PNφ)< δ/2}
 exp
{
− I
ψ
u,N (PNφ) + γ

}
P
{
u¯,ψ ∈ KR
∣∣ ρ0T (u¯,ψN , PNφ)< δ/2}
 exp
{
− I
ψ
u (φ) + γ

}
P
{
u¯,ψ ∈ KR
∣∣ ρ0T (u¯,ψN , PNφ)< δ/2}. (28)
Passing to the limit R → ∞ and noticing that limR→∞ P{u¯,ψ ∈ KR} = 1, the above estimate yields
the lower bound estimate.
Now for any r > 0 and γ > 0, there is an 1 > 0 and R > 0 such that for any 0<  < 1
P
{
u¯,ψ ∈ KcR
}
 exp
{
− r − γ

}
. (29)
Let KT (r) = {φ ∈ C(0, T ; H): Iψu (φ)  r} and KT ,N(r) = {φN ∈ C(0, T ; HN ): Iψu,N(φN )  r}. Then for
u¯,ψ ∈ KR , there is N(R, r) > 0 such that for N > N(R, r)
P
{
ρ0T
(
u¯,ψ , KT (r)
)
> δ
∣∣ u¯,ψ ∈ KR} P{ρ0T (u¯,ψN , KT ,N (r))> δ/2 ∣∣ u¯,ψ ∈ KR}
 exp
{
− r − γ

}
(30)
for  is small enough. Then (29)–(30) yield the upper bound estimate.
Next we prove the second result. This is followed by proving the set
Ψ (r) := {ψ ∈ H: Iψu (φ) r}
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space H . Moreover, there is a sequence hn ∈ L2(0, T ; H) such that hn leads to the same controlled
result, that is φψn,hn = φ with
φ˙ψn,hn = Aφψn,hn + f¯ (ψn) +
√
B(ψn)hn, φ
ψn,hn(0) = u0
and
1
2
T∫
0
∥∥hn(s)∥∥20 ds < r + 1n .
Then there is a subsequence, which we still denote by hn , weakly convergent to some h ∈ L2(0, T ; H).
We show that φψ,h = φ with
φ˙ψ,h = Aφψ,h + f¯ (ψ) +√B(ψ)h, φψ,h(0) = u0
and
1
2
T∫
0
∥∥h(s)∥∥20 ds r.
By assumptions H1 and H5,
f¯ (ψn) → f¯ (ψ) in H
and √
B(ψn) →
√
B(ψ) in L(H)
where L(H) is the space consisting of all bounded linear operators on H . Then√
B(ψn)hn →
√
B(ψ)h weakly in L2(0, T ; H).
The proof is complete. 
The previous theorem has the following corollary.
Corollary 13. For ﬁxed ψ ∈ H, {u,ψ } satisﬁes ldp with good rate function Iψu in space C(0, T ; H) for any
T > 0.
Proof. We show that u,ψ is exponentially equivalent in probability to u¯,ψ . Let U ,ψ = u,ψ − u¯,ψ ,
then
U˙ ,ψ = AU ,ψ + ξ˙ ,ψ − ˙¯ξ,ψ , U ,ψ (0) = 0.
Notice that
ξ,ψ (t) − ξ¯ ,ψ (t) =
t∫ [
f
(
ψ, v,ψ (s)
)− f (ψ,η,ψ (s))]ds.
0
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sup
0tT
∥∥u,ψ (t) − u¯,ψ (t)∥∥20  Cλ1 sup
0tT
t∫
0
∥∥ f (ψ, v,ψ (s))− f (ψ,η,ψ (s))∥∥20 ds
 L f Cλ1
T∫
0
∥∥v,ψ (s) − η,ψ (s)∥∥20 ds (31)
for some positive constant Cλ1 which depends on λ1. Let ζ
,ψ = v,ψ − η,ψ ,
ζ˙ ,ψ = 1

Aζ ,ψ + 1

[
g
(
ψ, v,ψ
)− g(ψ,η,ψ )], ζ ,ψ (0) = v0 − η,ψ (0).
Then
1
2
d
dt
∥∥ζ ,ψ (t)∥∥20 −λ1 − Lg
∥∥ζ ,ψ (t)∥∥20.
By assumption H3,
∥∥ζ ,ψ (t)∥∥20  e−2tc/∥∥v0 − η,ψ (0)∥∥20
for some positive constant c which is independent of  . Then by (31) we have for any T > 0
sup
0tT
∥∥u,ψ (t) − u¯,ψ (t)∥∥0  L f Cλ1
T∫
0
e−sc/
∥∥v0 − η,ψ (0)∥∥0 ds C∥∥v0 − η,ψ∥∥0
for some positive constant C which is independent of  .
Then for any δ > 0,
P
{
sup
0tT
∥∥u,ψ (t) − u¯,ψ (t)∥∥0 > δ} P{C∥∥v0 − η,ψ (0)∥∥> δ}.
And by the property of η,ψ(0) and a similar discussion for Lemma 9, we have for any δ > 0 that
limsup
→0
 lnP
{
sup
0tT
∥∥u,ψ (t) − u¯,ψ (t)∥∥0 > δ}= −∞.
Then the generalized contraction principle Lemma 5 completes the proof. 
Now we consider the special case that ψ is a step function which we denote by ψn . Letting
(u˜,ψ
n
, v˜,ψ
n
) solve (14)–(15) with ψ replaced by ψn , we show that {u˜,ψn } satisﬁes the ldp with a
good rate function. Typically we choose
ψn(t) =
n−1∑
ψni χ[ti ,ti+1) (32)
i=0
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n
i and v˜,ψ
n
i be the restriction of u˜,ψ
n
and v˜,ψ
n
on the time interval [ti, ti+1], respectively, then
˙˜u,ψ
n
i = Au˜,ψni + f (ψni , v˜,ψni )
which satisﬁes the ldp in space C([ti, ti+1], H) with rate function Iψ
n
i
u by Corollary 13. This leads to
the following theorem.
Theorem 14. For any n and step functionψn ∈ C(0, T ; H) in the form (32)withψni = ψn(ti), {u˜,ψ
n } satisﬁes
ldp with good rate function
Iψ
n
u (φ) =
n−1∑
i=0
I
ψni
u = inf
h∈L2(0,T ;H)
{
1
2
T∫
0
∥∥h(s)∥∥20 ds: φ = φψn,h
}
where φψ
n,h solves (25) with ψ replaced by step function ψn.
Proof. For any φ ∈ C(0, T ; H) with Iψnu (φ) < ∞, let φi(t) = φ(t)χ[ti , ti+1] ∈ C([ti, ti+1]; H), then for
any δ,γ > 0, there is an 0 > 0 such that for any 0<  < 0,
P
{
max
titti+1
∥∥u˜,ψni (t) − φi(t)∥∥0  δ} exp
[
− I
ψni
u (φi) + γn

]
.
Moreover, by the assumption on f , for n large enough for any δ > 0
{
max
titti+1
∥∥u˜,ψni (t) − φi(t)∥∥0  δ}⊃ {∥∥u˜,ψni (ti) − φi(ti)∥∥0  δ′(δ)} := Ai
for some δ′(δ) small enough. Now for ﬁxed time ti , u˜,ψ
n
i (ti) is an H-valued random variable. Then
for small enough δ′ = δ′(δ)
P
{
ρ0T
(
u˜,ψ
n
, φ
)
 δ
}= P{ max
1in, titti+1
∥∥u˜,ψni (t) − φi(t)∥∥0  δ}
 P
{
max
1in
∥∥u˜,ψni (ti) − φi(ti)∥∥0  δ′}= P{A1A2 . . . An}
= P{A1}P{A2 | A1}P{A3 | A1A2} · · ·P{An | A1A2 . . . An−1}
 P
{
max
t0tt1
∥∥u˜,ψn0 (t) − φ0(t)∥∥0  δ′}
× P
{
max
t1tt2
∥∥u˜,ψn1 (t) − φ1(t)∥∥0  δ′
∣∣∣ A1}
× · · · × P
{
max
tn−1ttn
∥∥u˜,ψnn−1(t) − φn−1(t)∥∥0  δ′
∣∣∣ A1A2 . . . An−1}

n∏
i=1
exp
[
− I
ψni
u (φi) + γn

]
= exp
[
− I
ψn
u (φ) + γ

]
.
Now for any r > 0 and δ > 0,
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{
ρ0T
(
u˜,ψ
n
, KT (r)
)
> δ
}
 P
{
ρ0T
(
u˜,ψ
n
i , K[ti ,ti+1](r)
)
> δ for some 0 i  n − 1}
 exp
[
− r − γ

]
.
The proof is complete. 
Our approach needs the following lower semicontinuous property of Iψu .
Lemma 15. For any T > 0, Iψu (φ) is lower semicontinuous in both φ and ψ ∈ C(0, T ; H).
Proof. The lower semicontinuous property in ψ is followed by a similar discussion in the proof of
second part of Theorem 12 by the fact that both f¯ (ψ) and
√
B(ψ) are continuous in ψ in space
C(0, T ; H). And the lower semicontinuous property in φ is followed by the same discussion for the
usual evolutionary equation [6]. 
For every set E ⊂ C(0, T ; H), denote by Int(E) the interior of E , and by Cl(E) the closure of E .
Then by the above lemma and the lower semicontinuity of Iψu (φ) in φ we then have the following
corollary for any step function ψ ∈ C(0, T ; H) in the form (32).
Corollary 16. For any E ⊂ C(0, T ; H),
− inf
φ∈Int(E) I
ψ
u (φ) lim inf
→0  lnP
{
u,ψ ∈ E} limsup
→0
 lnP
{
u,ψ ∈ E}− inf
φ∈Cl(E)
Iψu (φ).
Now for our purpose we need the following theorem.
Theorem 17. For any h ∈ L2(0, T ; H), the skeleton equation (11) has a unique solution φ ∈ C(0, T ; H).
Proof. By the assumptions on f , both f¯ (φ) and
√
B(φ) are Lipschitz continuous. Then the result
follows by a standard discussion on deterministic pdes [6]. 
Then we deﬁne the rate function Iu(φ) = Iφu (φ) for any φ ∈ C(0, T ; H). Furthermore, for any ψ ∈
C(0, T ; H), the following relation between rate functions Iψu and Iu is needed to derive the ldp
for {u} .
Lemma 18. Letψn be a family of step functions uniformly converging to φ ∈ C(0, T ; H) as n → ∞. Then there
is a family of functions φn ∈ C(0, T ; H) converging to φ , such that
limsup
n→∞
Iψ
n
u
(
φn
)
 Iu(φ).
Proof. Suppose Iu(φ) < r < ∞. Otherwise the result is clear.
By the deﬁnition of Iu(φ), there exists a function h and a sequence hn ∈ L2(0, T ; H) such that
φ(t) = S(t)u0 +
t∫
S(t − s) f¯ (φ(s))ds +
t∫ √
B
(
φ(s)
)
h(s)ds (33)0 0
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1
2
T∫
0
∥∥hn(s)∥∥20 ds Iu(φ) + 1n .
Then deﬁne
φn(t) = S(t)u0 +
t∫
0
S(t − s) f¯ (ψn(s))ds +
t∫
0
√
B
(
ψn(s)
)
hn(s)ds.
By the Lipschitz property of f , the deﬁnition of
√
B(ψ), and that ψn → φ in space C(0, T ; H), we
have
φn → φ in C(0, T ; H) as n → ∞
and
limsup
n→∞
Iψ
n
u
(
φn
)
 Iu(φ).
This completes the proof. 
5. LDP for slow–fast stochastic reaction–diffusion equations
Now we show that {u} satisﬁes the ldp with a good rate function Iu . To do this we prove a
special relationship between u and u˜,ψ in space C(0, T ; H). The relationship shows that u˜,ψ is
comparable with u near ψ and implies the ldp. Here we do not use step function approximations to
ψ ∈ C(0, T ; H).
For this let U ,ψ = u − u˜,ψ , then
U˙ ,ψ = AU ,ψ + f (u, v)− f (ψ, v˜,ψ ), U ,ψ (0) = 0. (34)
In the mild sense
U ,ψ (t) =
t∫
0
S(t − s)[ f (u(s), v(s))− f (ψ(s), v˜,ψ (s))]ds
=
t∫
0
S(t − s)[ f (u(s), v(s))− f (ψ(s), v(s))]ds
+
t∫
0
S(t − s)[ f (ψ(s), v(s))− f (ψ(s), v˜,ψ (s))]ds.
By the assumptions on f , and the analysis on fast motion v˜,ψ (18),
3518 W. Wang et al. / J. Differential Equations 253 (2012) 3501–3522∥∥ f (u, v)− f (ψ, v)∥∥0  L f ∥∥u − ψ∥∥0,∥∥ f (ψ, v)− f (ψ, v˜,ψ )∥∥0  L f ∥∥v − v˜,ψ∥∥0  L f Dv∥∥u − ψ∥∥0.
Then there is a positive constant CT such that
∥∥u − u˜,ψ∥∥C(0,T ;H)  CT ∥∥u − ψ∥∥C(0,T ;H). (35)
Rewrite (34) as
U˙ ,ψ = AU ,ψ + f (u˜,ψ , v˜,ψ )− f (ψ, v˜,ψ )+ f (u, v)− f (u˜,ψ , v)
+ f (u˜,ψ , v)− f (u˜,ψ , v˜,ψ ).
Then by the Lipschitz property of f we have one positive constant L depending on L f and Dv such
that
1
2
d
dt
∥∥U ,ψ∥∥20  L∥∥U ,ψ∥∥20 + L f (1+ Dv)∥∥u˜,ψ − ψ∥∥20,
which yields that
∥∥u˜,ψ − u∥∥C(0,T ;H)  CT ∥∥u˜,ψ − ψ∥∥C(0,T :H) (36)
for some positive constant CT . Now by relations (35) and (36) we prove the main result.
Proof of Theorem 7. We follow Freidlin and Wentzell’s [14] approach to obtain the ldp for slow–fast
random ordinary differential equations. For any φ ∈ C(0, T ; H) with Iu(φ) < ∞ and any γ , δ > 0, by
Lemma 18, we can choose a step function ψn and a function φn such that
ρ0T
(
φn, φ
)
<
1
n
, max
0tT
∥∥ψn(t) − φ(t)∥∥0 < 1n and I˜ψ
n
u
(
φn
)
< Iu(φ) + 1
n
.
Now by (36)
ρ0T
(
u,φ
)
 ρ0T
(
u˜,ψ
n
, φn
)+ ρ0T (u, u˜,ψn)+ ρ0T (φn, φ)
 ρ0T
(
u˜,ψ
n
, φn
)+ CTρ0T (u˜,ψn ,ψn)+ ρ0T (φn, φ)
 ρ0T
(
u˜,ψ
n
, φn
)+ CTρ0T (u˜,ψn , φn)
+ CT max
0tT
∥∥ψn(t) − φn(t)∥∥0 + ρ0T (φn, φ)
 (1+ CT )ρ0T
(
u˜,ψ
n
, φn
)+ (2CT + 1)1
n
.
Then for any δ > 0 and γ > 0, by Theorem 14, there is an 1 > 0 such that for any 0 <  < 1 we
have the following lower bound estimate by choosing n large enough
P
{
ρ0T
(
u,φ
)
 δ
}
 P
{
(1+ CT )ρ0T
(
u˜,ψ
n
, φn
)
 δ/2
}
 exp
{
− I
ψn
u (φ
n) + γ

}
 exp
{
− Iu(φ) + 2γ

}
.
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C(0, T ; H), for any r > 0 there is a compact set Kr such that
limsup
→0
 lnP
{
u ∈ Kcr
}
−r.
Then for any γ > 0 there is an 2 > 0 such that for any 0<  < 2
P
{
u ∈ Kcr
}
 exp
{
− r − γ

}
.
As Kr is compact, choose a ﬁnite δ′-net in Kr with δ′ < δ and let φ1, φ2, . . . , φn be the elements of
this net, not belonging to KT (r). Then
P
{
ρ0T
(
u, KT (r)
)
> δ
}

n∑
i=1
P
{
ρ0T
(
u,φi
)
< δ′
}+ P{u ∈ Kcr }.
Now we choose step functions ψ1,ψ2, . . . ,ψn such that
ρ0T (ψi, φi) < δ
′, i = 1,2, . . . ,n.
Then by the inequality (36) for i = 1,2, . . . ,n,
P
{
ρ0T
(
u,φi
)
< δ′
}
 P
{
ρ0T
(
u˜,ψi , φi
)
< 2(CT + 1)δ′
}
.
And by Corollary 16 for i = 1,2, . . . ,n,
P
{
ρ0T
(
u˜,ψi , φi
)
< 2(CT + 1)δ′
}
 exp
{
−1

[
inf
{
Iψiu (φ): ρ0T (φ,φi) < 2(CT + 1)δ′
}− γ ]}.
By the semicontinuity of the functional Iψu in ψ , Lemma 15, for any γ > 0 there is δ
′ such that
Iψiu (φ) > r − γ /2 for ρ0T (φ,φi) < 2(CT + 1)δ′ and Iφiu (φi) > r.
Then by the choice of φi /∈ KT (r) we have
P
{
ρ0T
(
u˜,ψi , φi
)
< 2(CT + 1)δ′
}
 exp
{
− r − γ

}
for  small enough. The proof is complete. 
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Next we consider the following slow–fast spde on the domain (0, L) with zero Dirichlet boundary
condition
∂tu
 = ∂xxu + λ sinu − v, u(0) = u0, (37)
∂t v
 = ∂xxv − v + u +
√
σ∂tW (t), v
(0) = v0, (38)
where W is L2(0, L)-valued Q -Wiener process and λ,σ > 0 are constants. As usual, the small pa-
rameter  measures the separation of time scales between the fast modes v and the slow modes u.
For small  our ldp theory gives the spde (40) as an appropriate (weak) model for the stochastic
dynamics of the slow modes u.
Apply the ldp theory to this system. Note that the nonlinear reaction/interaction function f (u, v) =
λ sinu−v is Lipschitz continuous. Denote the operator A = ∂xx with zero boundary condition on (0, L).
For ﬁxed u the fast system (38) has a unique stationary solution η,u with distribution
μu =N
(
(I − A)−1u,σ 2 (I − A)
−1Q
2
)
.
Then
f¯ (u) = λ sinu − (I − A)−1u.
Let ηu be the stationary solution of
∂t v = ∂xxv − v + u + σ∂tW (t)
for any ﬁxed u ∈ L2(0, L). Then ηu distributes as μu and
B(u) = 2E
∞∫
0
[
ηu(t) − (I − A)−1u]⊗ [ηu(0) − (I − A)−1u]dt.
Noticing that
Eηu(t) ⊗ ηu(0) = σ 2 exp{−(I − A)t}[ (I − A)−1Q
2
]
+ (I − A)−2u ⊗ u
we then have
√
B(u) = (I − A)−1σ√Q
which is independent of u and satisﬁes assumption H5. By Theorem 7, {u} satisﬁes ldp on space
C(0, T ; H) with good rate function
Iu(φ) = inf
h∈L2(0,T ;H)
{
1
2
T∫ ∥∥h(s)∥∥20 ds: φ = φh
}0
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φ˙ = Aφh + λ sinφ − (I − A)−1φ + (I − A)−1σ√Q h, φ(0) = u0.
Furthermore, the rate function is
Iu(φ) = 1
2
T∫
0
∥∥∥∥ I − A√Q
[
φ˙(s) − Aφ(s) − λ sinφ + (I − A)−1φ]∥∥∥∥
2
0
ds (39)
for absolute continuous φ. Otherwise Iu(φ) = ∞.
Now we write the averaged equation plus the deviation for (37)–(38) as
du¯ = [Au¯ + λ sin u¯ − (I − A)−1u¯]dt + √σ (I − A)−1√Q dW (t). (40)
Then by the ldp for stochastic evolutionary equation [23], {u¯} satisﬁes ldp with rate function Iu(φ)
deﬁned in (39). This shows that the averaged equation plus deviation (40) does describe the metasta-
bility of {u} solving (37) for small  . Moreover, for large enough parameter λ, the spde model (40)
has two stable states near zero for  = 0. When  = 0, noise causes orbits near one stable state to
eventually transition to near the other one which shows the metastability of the system (40). So the
slow–fast stochastic (37)–(38) also has such metastability described by system (40). The description
of such tunneling of the orbit needs detailed analysis by the ldp which is left for future work.
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Appendix A. Large deviation principle for ξ,ψN
Since ψ ∈ H is ﬁxed we omit it in this section for simplicity of notation. First, by the same dis-
cussion for Lemma 9 we have the exponential tightness of ξN in space C(0, T ; HN ). Further, by the
discussion of Kifer [16] for slow–fast stochastic odes,
1√

ξN → W˜N in L2
(
Ω,C(0, T ; HN )
)
as  → 0
for some HN -valued Wiener process W˜N with covariance matrix BN , see the deﬁnition in Section 4.
Second, we show that ξN is exponentially equivalent to
√
W˜N . By the exponential tightness of ξN
and the Gaussian property of W˜N for any δ > 0, for some positive constant CT
P
{∥∥ξN∥∥C(0,T ;HN )  δ} CT exp
{
− δ

}
and
P
{√
‖W˜N‖C(0,T ;HN )  δ
}
 CT exp
{
− δ

}
.
Then,
lim
√
 logP
{∥∥ξN − √W˜N∥∥C(0,T ;HN )  δ}= −∞,→0
3522 W. Wang et al. / J. Differential Equations 253 (2012) 3501–3522which means that ξN is exponentially equivalent to
√
W˜N in space C(0, T ; HN ) at scale √ . Thus
ξN obeys the ldp with the same rate function as that of
√
W˜N with speed 1/
√
 [9].
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